ECO KIDZ is a Creative Social Enterprise Project
for young people (aged between 8 12 years)
in North Edinburgh.
Eco Kidz is run by North Edinburgh Arts and is
funded by Big Lottery's 'Young Start' fund.
LIKE the Eco Kidz Facebook page:
facebook.com/ecokidzatnea

www.northedinburgharts.co.uk

Project artists: Rachel Henderson, Elizabeth Crombie and Sally Price
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WELCOME to

Eco
Kidz:
How to Make book
You wil find a fun and
useful TOP TIP on this
card for each project!
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The Eco Kidz project was set up by Scottish Textile
Designer & Crafts Author Rachel Henderson at North
Edinburgh Arts in January 2014. Through a range of
practical workshops, a group of local children aged 8 12 yrs
have been taught how to design, create, brand, package and
sell their own collection of art and craft products made out
of recycled materials. We have bought things from
charity shops and scrap stores and upcycled them into
something new. Here are our top 10 favourite projects
with instructions of how you can make them at home.
We really hope you enjoy our book!
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Rose Paper
Bunting

Step 1
Paper flowers, make 8-12 flowers.
Cut out a piece of music paper 15cm x 15cm.
Using a pencil draw a large spiral and cut out.
Step 2
Loosely roll up your paper spiral starting with the
outer edge of the paper and working into the centre.
Step 3 + 3b
Turn paper flower over to wrong side. Apply a small
amount of strong glue to the centre circle shape, press
and hold tightly for a few seconds until paper flower has
attached together.
Step 4 + 4b
Create small paper loops (1cm x 2cm) and attach to the
top of each paper flower using strong glue. Leave to dry
then string together onto a long length of brown twine.

Y o u w il l n e e d :
in a
Top Tip: Place finished garland
a gift
clear *cellophane envelope as
lopes
(*you can buy cel ophane enve
in card making shops)
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Selection of papers ud
ing
sheet music and old inboclok
s
A pen
Scissors
PVA glue
String
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button
bouquet

Step 1
Bend a piece of florist’s wire in half, so it looks a bit like
a giant kirby-grip.
Step 2
Choose three or four different sized buttons and
arrange them in order of size.
Step 3
Thread the smallest button onto the folded wire and
pull it right to the top. Add the next size up and continue
until all your three or four buttons are threaded.
Step 4
Hold the threaded buttons in one hand and the wire in
the other and twist , so that the wire twists and holds
the buttons at the top of the wire.
Step 5
Snap a roughly 20 cm length of florist’s tape off the roll.
Stick the edge of the easier side of the tape under the
buttons on the wire and wrap and stick the tape on the
wire in a diagonal fashion.

Top Tip: Charity shops are
great for sourcing buttons
of al shapes and sizes.
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You will nee
d:
Assorted button
s
Florist’s wire
Florist’s tape
Small pliers

Step 6
Repeat the above steps until you have 10 - 15 wires with
buttons on.
Step 7
Arrange the bundle is button wires in your hand, when
you are happy with the positioning, use a 40cm strip of
florist’s tape to fix them together. Just snap any excess
tape off.
Step 8
Tie a piece of ribbon round the stem- you now have a
beautiful button bouquet!
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Y o u w il l n e e d :

Top Tip: You can felt (shrink) an
old wool jumper by washing it
in the washing machine.
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rdboard
Hot Water Bottle shapedslica
tly bigger
template (this should be r gh
le)
than the actual hot wate bott
, ribbon
Old wool jumper, mixed fabrics
(30cm long)
Hot Water Bottle
fety pin
Threads, needle, pins, large sa
chine
Pencil, glue, scissors, sewing ma
(if possible)

Step 1
Draw around the cardboard template onto the fabric and
cut out the shape leaving a slightly longer section at the
top end of the bottle shape to make a fold.
Step 2
Design image for front cover using pieces of material and
attach (with sew or glue).
Step 3
Put the good side of the fabric face down, make a small
fold inwards at each side of the bottle neck then fold the
top edge down about 1.5 cm and pin (do this on both
pieces of fabric). Sew along the line that you have pinned
(taking the pins out as you go).
Step 4
Put both pieces of fabric together with the good sides
facing inwards, pin together around the edge and sew
with the machine (make sure to keep 0.5cm away from
the edge of the fabric all the way round).
Step 5
Turn the fabric the right way round so the good side of
the fabric is on the outside. Cut a length of ribbon, attach
the ribbon to a safety pin and push through both folded
seams at the top and tie in a bow to finish.

pin cushion

Step 1
Trace template 1 on page 25 onto paper and cut out.
Place onto a scrap piece of fabric, draw around with a
marker pen and cut out circle.

Make a Suffolk puff
Step 2 + 2b
Working 3mm in from the edge and using two threads
together, work a running stitch around circular piece of
fabric (refer to diagram shown opposite).

Yo u w ill ne ed :

Top Tip: Coloured pins are
more fun (you can buy
these from most sewing
shops)
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Scrap piece of patterned fabric
(or use an old sweater)
Sewing needle and thread
Embroidery needle and thread
Jam jar lid
Marker pen
A4 piece of paper
Dress making pins
Stuff ing from an old cushion
Strong all purpose glue
Scrap piece of felt
Old measuring tape
(or use fabric or paper
trimming or felt)

Step 3 + 3b
Pull two ends of thread so that fabric puckers, stuff
fabric puff with filling then tightly pull end threads again
and secure with a double knot.
Step 4 + 4b
Using your embroidery needle pull a long piece of
embroidery thread up through the centre of your stuffed
puff then wrap around edge. Repeat seven more times.
Sew a button into the centre for extra decoration.
Step 5
Apply strong glue to the inside of your jam jar lid and
place stuffed puff inside. Attach a small length of old
measuring tape (or use ric-rac or felt) around your jam
jar lid using strong glue.
Step 6
Apply glue to the bottom of your lid,
place onto a piece of felt and cut
around to form a base.
Step 7
Finish off your design by popping
some colourful dress making pins
into the top of your cushion!
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Step 2
Take top edge of fabric, fold down 2cm on both
pieces, pin along then sew (top edge only).

Textile
Tote Bag

Step 3
Handles: cut 2 long fabric sections (60cm long x 6cm
wide), fold each one in half (length ways), pin along the
edge and sew.
Step 4
Take each of the bag sections (with the good side
facing down), measure 5cm in from both sides (along
the top edge), pin the handles to each side of the
fabric and sew.

Yo u w ill ne ed :

Step 5
Place the good sides of the fabric inwards and pin
together all the way around to form the bag (leaving
the top edge open) then sew the edges and bottom.
Turn the fabric the right way with the seams inside.

2 rectangle cardboard bag templates
(30cm wide x 40 cm long)
Thick canvas fabric (old curtains)
for Tote bag (plain fabric is best)

Step 6 + 6b
Image Design: we printed ours but you can also cut,
sew or stick an image on.

Roller, printing ink, ink fixer, plastic
place mat, rubber or wood stamps

Printing: cut several fabric sections and tape them onto
cardboard rectangle (or flat surface). Squirt ink mixed
with ink fixer onto plastic placemat, ink up your roller,
roll ink onto stamp, press stamp down onto fabric.

Selection of mixed fabric

e
Top Tip: Add the Ink Fixer to th
ink before printing, then when
a
your printed fabric is dry, place
cloth on top and iron it to fix.
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Textile glue, masking tape, sharp
scissors, sewing needle, pins
Sewing thread, embroidery threads,
ribbon

Step 1 + 1b
Draw around cardboard bag template
onto the fabric, cut out two shapes
(one for each side of bag).

Step 7
Put cardboard section into bag. When image is dry,
cut around edge of design/s and glue image onto
bag front. When dry remove cardboard from inside.
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Y o u w il l n e e d :

Pencil Case
or Purse
Top Tip: You can cut and
glue other shapes or
initials onto the purse
to finish.
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Recycled fabric 30cm
x 25cm
Duct tape or cloth
tape
Stapler and staples
Two recycled button
s
Thin dr smaking ela
2 pieceses12
cm each stic Needle and thread
Scissors
Pencil

Step 1
Lay fabric flat with the wrong side
facing up. Fold down 4cm from
the top edge and stick down with
a strip of duct tape, leaving about
2-3cm at the top without tape on.
Then fold 2cm up from the
bottom edge and also stick
down with tape.
Step 2
Cover the fabric between the
tape with strips of tape as well.
Make sure the fabric stays flat and
smooth, and press down the tape
firmly. Trim the raw edges to get
rid of excess duct tape.

Step 3
Turn the fabric over so that the right side faces up. Fold
the bottom edge up about 10 cm and staple along each
short side, about 0.5cm in from the edge. This will form
the pouch of your pencil case. Fold tape over these
edges to hide the staples.
Step 4
Turn the pouch inside out, using a pencil to poke out
the corners. The rest of the fabric will be your closing
flap.
Step 5 + 5b
Fold the corners of the closing flap in to create and
envelope shape. Tape these down neatly, covering the
raw fabric edge.
Step 6
Now sew your buttons to the fabric-only part of your
closing flap. Be careful not to sew through the duct
tape- this is much harder and makes your needle very
sticky!
Step 7
On the inside of the flap, stick a strip of duct tape to
cover the stitching and neaten the lining.
Step 8
Double over and tie knots in each piece of elastic to
create 2 matching loops. Using a pencil, poke holes
in the main pouch of the pencil case, about 1cm
underneath the buttons when the flap is closed.
Step 9 + 9b
Use the pencil to poke an elastic loop through each
hole, from the inside of the pouch- this can be fiddly
so be patient! Pull the loops through until the knots stop
them from going any further. On the inside of the pouch
place tape over each knot to secure them.
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Fabric Heart Badge

Step 1
Trace template 2 on page 25 onto paper and cut out.
Place stencil onto thick card, draw around with marker
pen and cut out card heart shape.
Step 2
Cut out a square piece of fabric measuring 9cm x 9cm.
Working around all edges of fabric cut into card heart
shape leaving a 1cm gap in between each slice made.
Step 3
Apply fabric glue to card heart shape.
Step 4
Fold each cut edge over tightly onto the gluey side
of the heart. Press firmly on each one to attach.
Step 5 + 5b
To make backing, place paper stencil onto a piece
of thick white felt (or fleece), draw around with a
marker pen and cut out. Attach to the wrong side
of your fabric heart using fabric glue.

Y o u w il l n e e d :

Top Tip: Use a strong glue for
f.
the button to stop it fal ing of
We found Pritt stick (wet glue)
the best.
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Heart shaped cardbo
ard template (page 2
5)
Felted jumpers (selec
tion of mixed fabrics)
Pencil, scissors, PVA
fabric glue, buttons
white felt (from an ol
d jumper)
Brooch pin
Selection of colourfu
l fabrics
Selection of colourfu
l buttons

Step 6
Position a brooch pin onto the felt backing. Cut out a
1cm x 2cm piece of felt, place on top of opened brooch
back and attach both using fabric glue.
Step 7
To add extra decoration position a button onto the front
of your heart brooch and attach using fabric glue.
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Decoupage
Vase with
Pom Pom
Flowers

Step 1
Tear up paper to create lots of small torn pieces. Mix
3 x table spoons of PVA with 1 x table spoon of cold
water into a plastic container. Stir a few times to form
a gluey liquid.
Step 2
Using your paint brush apply a small amount of gluey
liquid to your glass bottle and start to place torn
paper pieces onto your vase overlapping them
around edges. Brush over each piece with gluey
liquid. Continue until you have completely covered
your bottle and leave to dry.
Step 3
To seal your decoupaged design and create a glossy
finish, brush over the whole of the vase with varnish
(or mod podge).
Step 4
Take a fork and wrap the yarn around the prongs 30
times. Take a 20cm piece of yarn and thread through
the middle prong of the fork and around the centre.
Tie in a tight knot.
Step 5 + 5b
Slide the yarn off the fork, wrap the yarn around
the middle again and tie another knot. Slide your
scissors through the loops of yarn and cut to make
a mini pompom!

Yo u w ill ne ed :

Top Tip: This is one way to
make pom poms, but you can
also buy a pom pom maker
online or in craft shops.
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Different coloured wool
Pom pom maker (or 2 small
cardboard circles with
inner circle cut out)
Pencil, scissors, paint brush
PVA fabric glue, yogurt
tub or glue pot

Glass milk bottle or
glass jar (with narrow
neck)
Old maps, sheet music
or an old book
Strong all purpose glue
Kebab sticks

Step 6
You may now need to trim your pom pom to make
it into a neat ball shape. Repeat and make two more
pompoms.
Step 7
Apply a small amount of all purpose glue to the tops of
each kebab stick and place pom-poms on each one to
attach.
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Bow Necklace
Y o u w il l n e e d :
Old denim fabric

A4 piece of paper

Pair of scissors

Sewing thread

Sewing needle

Sewing machine

Scrap piece of felt

Necklace chain

Marker pen

Dress making pins

Step 1
Trace template 3 on page 26 onto paper and cut out.
Place stencil onto old denim fabric, draw around with
a marker pen and cut out rectangle shape.
Step 2
Fold over fabric so that wrong sides are facing and pin
at edges to hold.
Step 3 + 3b
Using the diagram shown opposite and the photo as
a guide, machine sew around open edges of fabric
working 3mm in from edge. Leave a small gap (4cm) at
bottom edge for turning.
Step 4 + 4b + 4c
Turn fabric to right side and tuck in unstitched gap. Use
a dress making pin to pull out corners of denim. Pinch
fabric at centre and pin to hold.
Step 5 + 5b
Position necklace chain so that it is sitting at the top
edge of the denim fabric. Cut out a small piece of felt
(2cm x 4cm) and wrap tightly around chain and centre
of bow. Attach at back using an overstitch.
Step 6
You could decorate your bow further by adding a
button to the centre of your design. Also why not try
having a go at making more and turn them into key
rings and hair accessories!

Buttons

Top Tip: Use a chain from an
e
old necklace (car boot sales ar
great places to find jewellery)
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Step 1 + 1b
Turn leather or denim good side down, draw around
template 4 or 5 on page 26 twice and cut out two
shapes for back and front.
Step 2 + 2b
Take one section (good side up), decorate front with
buttons, ribbon or fabric design.
Step 3
Cut fabric strip (6cm long), loop around metal keyring
and glue closed at tip.
Step 4
Lay back & front leather or denim sections together,
insert fabric strip with keyring between leather/
denim, glue around end and stick together neatly.
Step 5
When dry, trim the edges of leather/denim to make neat
and finish.

Y o u w il l n e e d :

Top Tip: Leather fashion belts
of different colours are great
for making the keyrings.
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Small rectangle card
board template or
heart shaped templa
te, on page 26
Thin/soft leather

Selection of colo
lengths of ribbonurorful fabrics, several
fabric strip
Pencil, scissors, button
s
Metal keyring
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template 3 (bow necklace)
template 1 (pin cushion)

template 4 (keyring)

fold

template 2 (heart badges)
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templates

12cm x 12cm

templates

template 5 (keyring)
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Eco Kidz Top 10 Tips for Craft Stall

One month before

One week before

Setting up a craft stall in your school, club, library or local community
centre is a good way to sell the things that you have made to your
friends and to show off your creative skills and design ideas!

3. Best to make a small range of good
quality, well made items and make them
in bulk. Once you are happy with the
finished products, start to package
your items. Make little labels telling
customers what each product is.
Make your own labels with recycled
cardboard from cereal boxes and label
each item with a price.

6. Make sure all stock is priced
clearly, packaged nicely and ready
to sell!

Get together with a few friends and follow our
simple steps on how to prepare and set up a
stall to make it a success!

4. Design and make business cards
which will provide buyers with contact
details. Use stickers and stamps to
make them look professional! You can
make your own wrapping paper using
a stamp and brown paper. Also, take
some coloured tissue paper along to
wrap things up in.

Two months before
1. Research possible markets and crafts
fairs coming up in your local area.
Christmas time is always a good time
to have a stall. Once you have booked
your stall, start producing posters to
advertise the stall and put them
up in local schools, libraries and
community centres.
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7. Prepare a craft fair box to take
on the day containing: a calculator;
a sales book; a pen; some tape;
price lists; a cash tin with lots of
change; and your business cards.

2. Start to source
materials and work on your
stock by visiting local charity
shops or car boot sales.

5. Start to source display items to
display your stock on (we used crates,
wicker baskets, jewellery stands,
cake stands and pretty table cloths
from charity shops). Think about how
you would like to display everything –

presentation is key!
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shopping for resources

The day of
8.Transport your products in boxes then
store any excess stock neatly under your
table.
9. Create a lovely display (make sure you
don’t put too many things on the table so
that customers can see clearly what you
are selling).
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10. There are several different roles
to think about when managing a stall
i.e. selling things, being in charge of
taking the money, writing down sales
and wrapping up products. Also once
things have been sold you need to
rearrange stock to fill any gaps.
11. Always remember to smile and
say hello to your customers and tell
people how you made all your lovely
creations. You can even model them
on each other and get customers
to try them on!
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Keeping a S
ketch Book:
“it’s good to
draw all yo
ur ideas in
a sketchboo
so that you
k
can make t
hem later”

